
Live Event Painting with Janet Howard-Fatta 

Congratulations on choosing to have a work of art created at your event!

I have been painting live events for seven years now, and I LOVE it. It brings me such joy 
bringing joy to others.

The Process:
We discuss in advance the scene, such as, who is included in the painting, what time I arrive, 
any details you want included. Each painting is so unique to the individuals and the venue. 
Then, I send you pdf contract that we put it all in writing, I ask for 25% deposit. About a month 
before the wedding we are in touch to go over any developments and details. 
I show up the day of the wedding early. I start painting the background in before you get there, 
and am ready to capture the moments as they happen. 
The painting is usually close to being done by the end of the night….Everything is certainly in 
place, I just like to take it home and refine areas - particularly the portraits. I pride my work on 
capturing the light, gesture, likeness and feeling of the event. 

The pricing includes:  
- Live entertainment as your wedding unfolds on the canvas that your guests will enjoy and 
remember. 
- I arrive before the event begins and get myself acquainted with the staff and location and start 
the background.
- 10-14 portraits of specific requested family and friends in the painting. 
- Painting created live at your event - this will be a moment and location of your choice. (4-8 
hours of touch-ups afterwards) 
- A work of art for you and your family that will be a keepsake for a lifetime! 
- I include the price of shipping the painting back to you.

My prices based on size of painting and touchup options.
Paintings done at the end of the night start at 2100. for done at the end of the night paintings 
and Paintings with touch ups start at $3000 - that is all-inclusive.  (There are limited amount of 
paintings that I do each year with touchups.)

The best way to get an exact quote is fill out the inquiry form on my website, and I will send a 
you a complete brochure with sizes, options, pricing and specific details or a list of referrals of 
other artists.

https://www.honeybook.com/widget/j_howard_studios_175011/cf_id/
5c100d71949ecb43287de60d
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